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INTRODUCTION
This workbook is intended for leaders and managers of Accounts Payable (AP) and Procure-to-Pay teams, 
who are keen to improve their team’s performance. Think of it as a checklist of proven activities that are 
sure to increase AP success and will take only a short time to go through.

We have distilled 10 years of knowledge, research, feedback and practical experience into what we 
believe are the 57 most effective ways to improve Accounts Payable performance today. Together they 
cover a broad range of methods to achieve this result, from motivating your team, organizing it better, 
and improving communications, to increasing the actual value generated, creating cost efficiencies and 
employing the best technologies.

A mind map which we fondly call the Kraken for its resemblance to a sea monster, has been used to 
summarize the contents of this workbook. It provided an overall structure, which we then developed over 
five chapters. Talent is Chapter 1 for a reason. It is recommended that this chapter is always tackled first 
as significant improvements can be achieved by making simple adjustments to the way you are managing 
your team. Technologies should be dealt with at the end. Other than this general steer, there is no real 
specific order to follow. 

enjoy the read, make 
plenty of notes, 

determine your top 
five priorities and take 

action tomorrow!
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CHAPTER 1 :  TALENT

As Accounts Payable is often involved in firefighting 
internal operational issues, inspiring your team is even 
more important to driving improvements and achieving 
above performance metrics. The following five areas 
support this aim:

External View

Vision 

Protection

Development

Structure
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EXTERNAL VIEW
Figuring out how well your team is currently performing from an external perspective 
is a prerequisite to understanding what really needs to be improved. There is a range of 
activities that work particularly well with AP teams. These activities include:

1 AP Internal Workshop
Take your team away from the daily grind on a periodic basis and conduct a one-day workshop. This 
is ideally facilitated by someone from outside AP to allow everyone to open up.
It is best conducted in a different location or conference room than is usually used, to get staff into a 
fresh environment.
Not all AP staff need to be there. It’s good to have team leaders present and anyone else you want to 
engage. Sometimes this might include an underperformer.
The goals of the workshop include identifying any issues or problems in the department, and then 
developing winning solutions. This is about empowering the AP team, and generating Accounts 
Payable Intelligence (APIQ). It also forms part of the overall AP audit (covered in Chapter 2 
Organization, under Self Audit).

2 Team Outing
Used more often than the internal workshop (perhaps quarterly), team outings are all about building 
an esprit-de-corps. They feed straight into employee motivation.
This is especially important in AP as roles can be very narrowly-defined and specialized, so these 
events help break up isolation and release the pressure.
Events can serve as awards for hitting targets.
Part of non-monetary rewards for the employee, outings boost job contentment, loyalty and 
productivity.

3 AP Conference
Attending external events such as an AP conference builds knowledge and develops skills.
It provides opportunities to meet other AP leaders and managers and ensures new ideas and best 
practices are seeded.
Attending conference educational sessions often gains accreditation points toward certification 
programs as well.
Examples of conferences to attend might include: IOFM Accounts Payable Spring/Fall Conferences, or 
IFO Fusion in the US; Evolution (IFO) and Empower AP in the UK.

TIP: 

Top TIP: 
For a slightly different set of results, 

it is sometimes better that the AP 
manager does not attend as this 

encourages more participation and 
open discussion.

Top TIP: 
For a slightly different set of results, 

it is sometimes better that the AP 
manager does not attend as this 

encourages more participation and 
open discussion.
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4 AP Professional Network/Chapter Meetings
These are usually local and therefore easier to participate in.
Smaller forums mean there is more in-depth knowledge sharing.
Guest/subject expert speakers offer insight, support and first-hand experience to resolve issues and 
provide encouragement and motivation. They offer a superb way to create or improve relationships 
with peers or colleagues. 
As with conference sessions, accreditation points for these meetings may be possible.

5 Trouble Shooter
Sometimes bringing in someone neutral from outside the organization, specifically to tackle issues in 
AP and facilitate improvements, is the way to go.
Generally this is sponsored by the Head of AP or Head of Finance who can allocate the resources to 
help solve particular process or performance problems in AP.
The trouble shooter is most often an AP consultant or professional rather than a full-fledged 
management consultant or auditor.
They perform an AP audit or benchmark the AP function, along the lines of professional services 
work, and work alongside the AP manager to effect change.

VISION
Now more than ever it is crucial for AP to have clear vision and know where it is heading. Best-in-class 
teams use this as a cornerstone of an effective plan. 

6 Vision, Mission & Goals (VMG)
A VMG statement is not just limited to a company’s overall business plan; it can be used effectively 
by any leader managing a team. It is rare that AP use a VMG.
It forms part of the more detailed A-Plan (see below)
There’s no need for a VMG to be complicated though. Keep it simple and distill it down to the basics. 
Ideally it should fit on one sheet of paper.
It could be done as part of a workshop.
The key is to engage the team. The AP leader can draft the Vision and Mission, but involve the team 
to come up with the underpinning goals and objectives and how to get there.
Involving the staff in the drafting of the VMG reinforces the idea that it’s a common goal.

Top TIP: 
Spend 30 minutes now and write 
your VMG on one sheet of paper.
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7 A-Plan (Accounts Payable Operational Plan)
Many AP departments don’t have a simple plan to ensure the VMG is achieved.  Often this is the 
result of working in a highly pressurized, transactional environment with a reactive mindset.
Creating a plan puts the department onto a proactive footing, on their way to getting their AP voice 
heard and obtaining a seat at the management table.
The A-plan must be formalized, written down and published, and should include a VMG, but also 
delve into the team’s own detailed SMART objectives.
Now a reward system can be developed around the achievement of targets.
The plan is a fundamental aspect of overall motivation for the AP team, as the plan sets up a basis 
for recognition of their value.

8 Team Spirit
To ensure that the AP plan is taken up and actioned, you’ll need a vibrant, positive team spirit as a 
platform. What can you do to bring a sense of fun, reward and enjoyment to the job at hand? This is 
particularly important in AP which is a support function that works under the pressure of constant 
deadlines, strict controls and demands from all corners.

Creating this spirit is an underlying aim woven throughout many of the points in this workbook, however 
some simple ideas are covered below:

These activities are informal, spontaneous or even aimed at personal development and form part of 
a job’s non-monetary reward system (see Non-Monetary Rewards on page 14)
Some examples might be dress-down days, time off, lunch and learn sessions, breakfast treats, and 
ask-the-expert sessions.
Often these types of events can offer the best dollar-for-dollar payback especially if they haven’t 
been used in a while. 
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PROTECTION
In the time-strapped world of AP, the only way to create value, make 
improvements or carry out change projects is to protect your AP staff 
from inefficient activities that waste their time.  The following are a 
number of practical ways to protect your team from both internal and 
external demands on their time.

9 Internal
Publish your AP policy manual (see Organization Chapter) 
so that other departments can access it--on the company 
intranet, for example. The more they follow these rules, the less time that AP have to deal with 
non-compliance.
Collect evidence to understand where AP time is used-- for example, metrics on query handling  
and resolution.  Analyze and show conclusions.
Engage departments:  call other departments or ask to participate in their meetings to educate 
them as to what you require from them to get your job done. Explain that it will always be a 
goal of AP to reduce one-off and urgent payments as these create increased risks for duplicate 
payments or fraud. 
Proactively communicating your guidelines and requirements helps to create a strong, confident 
AP voice (see page 12) and will garner respect.

10 External
Pay daily and pay on time– this radically reduces the number of vendor enquiries and improves 
relations.
Restrict vendor contact with the AP team by designating:
- one AP email address e.g. accounts@xyc.com
- one phone number
- one AP person to manage all vendor enquiries, even if this role rotates
Maintain a call log for vendor queries and analyze for trends across 6 months.
Set up an AP vendor portal to allow vendors to track payments independently.

Top TIP: 
Use a simple spreadsheet 
to log queries and track 

resolution of them.
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DEVELOPMENT
In the current environment of declining department sizes, AP 
automation initiatives and emphasis on lean operations, AP staff 
is concerned about their job security.  They will need to adapt to 
survive, elevating themselves and their roles.

11 Coach
AP leaders have to do more than just manage the 
processing of invoices.  They will need to more 
proactively coach their team and create specialists and/
or sub-functions within AP such as Analytics or Controls.  
Coaches will need to view staff beyond their roles as processors and develop their skills and talents 
instead-- encouraging them to participate in webinars, training courses and development programs, 
both for AP technology skills and best-in-class processes and procedures.
This involves getting out of reactive mode to proactively craft the skills of staff and plan ahead for 
future requirements.

12 Mentor
AP managers would be well-served to seek out a mentor within finance, or even another division, to 
grow their own skills and align themselves with senior management. This helps to raise the profile of 
AP as well.

13 CAPP
Certified Accounts Payable Professional (CAPP) and Certified Accounts Payable Associate (CAPA) are 
two accreditation programs offered by the IFO, and are examples of ways to increase the status and 
professionalism of the department. They are excellent ways to distinguish yourselves as professionals 
with knowledge, commitment and the desire to excel.
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STRUCTURE
 14 Roles  

AP is a demanding work environment in constant transition. So, it’s vital to keep the AP organizational 
chart and role descriptions up to date. Not only is this important for new starters, it shows everyone 
where the possibilities for development and future roles are. This is also one of the key ingredients for 
team spirit, covered above.

 Just having defined roles and an overall structure that matches skills and positions, may provide 
significant process improvements on their own.

 The team structure can include super-users – who are multi-skilled and have rotated around the 
various roles/positions - and specialists, ideal for an audit control function within AP, for example.

 Having defined roles also lends itself to better and more measurable metrics.

 15 Centralize AP
 Centralizing invoice input is key to streamlining operations and creating immediate efficiencies. 
 The next step from centralization is creating a Shared Service Center. This helps facilitate a best-in-

class mindset change since  AP functions that are bidding for outside business tend to demonstrate a 
more entrepreneurial attitude and customer service-oriented approach. 

 Both methods directly support strategic goals for operational efficiencies.

MANAGEMENT
 16   Staff Reviews (Quarterly)

 Development of talent is an ongoing management responsibility and an integral part of both 
employee retention and process improvement. Having an easy-to-use review system that is used 
quarterly rather than annually is key to team management and satisfaction. These days, there are 
many online options available such as www.small-improvements.com and www.work.com. 

 17 Job Rotation
 Rotating jobs facilitates the development of skills, alleviates tedium, raises overall department 

efficiency and creates a super-user level in the department structure.

“A large car 
parts company 

restructured their 
AP team and increased 
productivity by 30%.” 

Source | FISCAL Technologies
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLE VOICE
Having an AP voice—i.e. being valued as an equal partner within finance and by other parts of the 
organization—develops confidence and pride within AP and is a strong motivational force.  There are four 
parts to developing a strong AP voice:

18 Demonstrate AP’s Value to Finance
Measure AP performance and present the objective evidence and metrics to the senior finance team. 

19 Educate Procurement, Treasury & Budget Holders
Work effectively with the main departments that connect with AP.
Hold quarterly meetings with the key stakeholders and work on any issues together.

 20 Engage Vendor Base
Choose the top 20% of vendors that make up the majority of transactions.
Educate these vendors on your policies and procedures using the latest AP policy manual. 

21 Measure and Reward Compliance
Create robust evidence measures for success or non-compliance. 
Consider rewarding vendors for compliance with your policies by concentrating more business with 
them. 
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REPORTING
22 Monthly report

Producing and circulating a simple monthly report of 1-2 pages in length, highlighting how the month 
has gone, is an excellent way to help get AP into the consciousness of senior management.  The report 
should include:

Performance highlights
Development plans
Proposals for solving problems and issues

23 Seat at the Senior Management Finance Table
Reporting and metrics are common currency throughout a finance organization, so AP will need to 
use and present them as well to earn a seat at the management table.  Being present at discussions 
is vital for AP in order to play a part in its own destiny. For example, AP teams should be present 
when AP automation or software is being assessed and selected.
Being present at the table will lead to being involved in more strategic decisions and could leverage 
allocation of resources/ideas for assistance. Get a sponsor to represent you with your information if 
you are not allowed to be present or cannot attend.
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NON-MONETARY REWARDS
Research over the last few years indicates that non-monetary employee rewards are rapidly growing in 
importance and this is especially true in the decidedly transactional world of AP. These non-monetary 
aspects of an employee’s total compensation package can include the opportunity to learn and advance 
as an employee, flexible working hours, recognition, opportunity to contribute, and independence and 
autonomy.  

Specific examples of recognition – both external and internal—are included here as AP roles can often be 
low-profile, even thankless, back-office functions.

 24 Awards
 Recognizing individuals and teams externally can be a powerful motivator. There are several AP 

related awards from organizations such as IFO or APN.
 Every year, Accounts Payable News recognizes excellence within the field of Accounts Payable 

with various awards such as AP Manager of the Year, AP Team of the Year and others. www.
accountspayablenews.org

 The Institute of Financial Operations recognizes innovation in AP achievements with their Accounts 
Payable Innovation Award.  www.financialops.org

 25 Recognition
Many well-run teams have internal awards which can be highly effective, recognizing hard work 
as well as problem-solving and team work skills.  The Accounts Payable Network run a Celebrate 
Accounts Payable Week, with ideas of how to show appreciation for the efforts of AP staff.  www.
theaccountspayablenetwork.com
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In this chapter we highlight the 
most effective AP tools and 
processes to make sure the AP 
department is organized for 
optimal performance.

CHAPTER 2 :  ORGANIZATION
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26)   AP Policy Manual  
This is the cornerstone AP document and should be a definitive guideline for how to interact with 
AP. This manual sets out the rules and standards for invoice handling, authorization and payment 
procedures, information requirements, exception handling, etc.  It is, however, often overlooked and out-
of-date.

 Always keep it up-to-date-- allocate it to an upcoming team star to maintain.
 As 70% of payment errors are usually caused by parties external to AP, it’s important to reinforce 

the service requirements, policies and procedures by keeping the manual readily accessible on the 
intranet and circulating it periodically to key stake holders.

 New staff members will find it incredibly helpful as they learn the ropes; more senior staff members 
who may have devised their own processes or methodologies will be reminded of accepted practices.

 Any key suppliers onboarded should receive a special vendor summary of this manual highlighting 
their responsibilities.

page 16
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PROCESS MAPPING
27) Mapping AP Process Flows

This involves creating a map of all the key processes within AP and their corresponding documents. 
This is typically a good start to a full AP audit and often unearths some easy, quick-win 
improvements. Also note this would always be the first step in any AP automation project.

28) Bottleneck Analysis
Engage the team, using historical statistics to identify bottlenecks (the highest point of exceptions) 
which may then help improve the policy manual and create process improvements.

SELF-AUDITING
Best-in-class departments audit their own performance in terms of errors, compliance, duplicate payments, 
exceptions, fraud, etc. This is the first step to partnering with Internal Audit to provide a robust spend 
protection strategy.

29) Run AP Audit Reports
There are well over 50 different reports you can create and run from your ERP. However, these can 
be time-consuming to go through and do not necessarily prioritize the most important exceptions 
effectively.  As an alternative, there is specialist software available that links into your ERP and does 
the hard work for you, enabling you to focus on analysis and improvement initiatives.

30) Analyze Input Errors
With at least seven different ways that invoice data can get entered into an ERP or accounting 
system (manual, OCR, EDI, etc…), each one having over 20 potentially different data fields, it is 
important to monitor the effectiveness of each feed.
Sample checking for random input errors allows managers to measure the quality of data being fed 
into their AP ledger and proactively stop errors from creating more serious payment issues. Prime 
examples can include the way invoice numbers, dates, and amounts are entered. 

“76% of Accounts 
Payable departments 
haven’t carried out 
an AP audit in the 

last 3 years.”
Source | Purchase-to Pay Network
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REASON CODE ANALYSIS
Reason codes are standardized internal codes customized for each AP team to use when recording relevant 
and important errors. These codes should be logged daily. 

31) Check for Compliance
The codes can be used to check for compliance with AP input policies--for example the way invoices 
without an invoice number are handled or how punctuation used within invoice numbers such as 
preceding zeros, hyphens, backslashes etc. should be entered. 
Using these codes will highlight policy offenders within your input team or vendor community.

32) Monitor for Trends
Once the codes are recorded over several months, basic trend analysis can be used to highlight 
the most frequently occuring codes. With this evidence, corrective action can be taken and 
improvements made.

STATEMENT RECONCILIATION 
Statement reconciliation used to be standard practice in most AP teams and carried out on a monthly basis. 
Nowadays, with lower headcounts affecting AP, it is a practice often bypassed due to time constraints. It 
nevertheless remains a vital activity to protect working capital.

33) Top 20 Vendors
Best-in-class departments check through the statements of the top 20 vendors at a minimum. This 
step is tedious, yes, but it is absolutely necessary for finding anomalies or errors. Again, reason codes 
can be used to classify the errors.

34) Automate Reconciliation
More progressive AP teams are now using automated, web-based sytems for statement 
reconciliation.  
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MASTER VENDOR FILE (MVF) ANALYSIS 
Routine master vendor file analysis is essential for keeping risk of fraud and other payment hazards at bay. 
It is highly recommended that AP, with their inherent knowledge of vendors, should oversee this area of 
management, but work with other departments such as Procurement and Internal Audit to have a three-
layered protection process. Segregation of duties can still be maintained within the AP department, but take 
overall responsibility for the vendor file management.

As they say, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. 

35)   Deactivate Based on Inactivity
 Run vendor activity reports from your ERP. Deactivate vendors if they have not been used within a 

period of 18 months, but keep them on the system for historical reference.  
 Most ERP systems can be set up to run an automated vendor report on a daily or weekly basis to 

really keep on top of vendor anomalies. It is only when this is left to accumulate that it becomes an 
onerous task.

36)   Proactive 
The most proactive teams conduct a 5-point monthly check on their vendors looking at:

1. PO box
2. Zip code
3. Fuzzy matching on vendor name
4. Staff file comparison
5. Bank account number

On top of this, the best teams create a vendor watch list complete with scoring based on unusual 
invoices or payment transactions.  Specialist software can help facilitate this.
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AP is changing more than any other part of the 
Finance function. Operating efficiencies have 
been aggressively improved through faster 
processing times, increased automation, and 
greater complexity, with fewer people. Against 
this backdrop, AP can no longer exist as solely as 
a transactional function. It must add value to the 
bottom line. This chapter highlights the major ways 
that AP can take control and become a profit or 
positive contribution center.

CHAPTER 3 :  value creation

page 20
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37)   Early Settlement Discount (ESD)
 Paying suppliers early can be a fast and effective way to generate income, however as 

illustrated by the above quote, ESDs are not often captured.
 AP can take charge and drive this process. Through the use of daily analytics, they can 

identify and capture significantly more ESDs than before.
 Discounts should always be built into contracts and the finance division as a whole should 

also ensure that policies are in place to ensure that those who negotiate discounts—
Procurement-- forward the contracts to those who claim them--AP.

 Procedures for capturing early settlement discounts should be included in the AP policy 
manual and also in the special terms area of the vendor file. 

 Key members of the team can be trained up to offer and capture ESDs.
 Taking this one step further would be to use automated dynamic discounting whereby 

contracts include discount incentives across the whole payment term, not just for set dates. 

“75% of savings 
negotiated at the 

time of sourcing did 
not get realized at 

execution” 
Source | Aberdeen Group

Top TIP: 
With every vendor interaction, 

AP can inquire about and possibly 
capture ESDs not necessarily 

indicated on the Master Vendor File 
or Contract. 
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38)   Overpayments
 Using in-depth analysis, AP can proactively recover 

historical overpayments. If they belonged to a previous 
budget year, it is common for the recovered funds to be 
kept and used within AP or Finance.

 
Six Step Process:
1. Report Highlights – Run basic reports out of your ERP to 

identify duplicate payments, errors, fraud or compliance 
issues.

2. Investigate – Determine which are real and build up an evidence repository.
3. Recover Payments – Engage your vendors and collect payment.
4. Reason Code Allocation – Categorize the issues with predetermined reason codes.
5. Trend Analysis – Over a 6-month period, work out which are the most important issues that can 

contribute to significant improvements.
6. Prevention Strategy – Put procedures in place to ensure they do not occur again.

l There are over 40 different types of duplicate reports that can be run out of your ERP system. 
Ideally this must be done on a daily basis to aid prevention efforts. Ultimately this process can be 
automated and AP’s time can be redirected towards managing a proactive prevention strategy.

Top TIP: 
Run reports “same amount – 

same vendor” invoices or “same 
invoice number – same vendor”.

“One in 1000 to 
2000 payments is a 

duplicate.”
Source | Institute of Internal Auditors
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PROCUREMENT CARD (P-CARD) PROGRAM
Most organizations now operate at least a basic P-card program, the day-to-day operations of which 
are managed by AP. This represents another area that AP can build on to win additional income for the 
organization. 

39) Capture More Rebates
There are two strategies for increasing the number of P-card transactions:
PUSH and PULL.

A ~ Push Strategy
Push entails AP educating departments that are not currently part of the P-card program and 
making them aware of the benefits.
It is also about working with current P-card holders to increase their limits from traditional 
thresholds of $250 /$500 to $1000 and beyond. Even capital purchases can be targeted. 

B ~ Pull Strategy
This is where advanced AP analytics are used to identify the vendors sending the highest number of 
transactions valued under $500 or $1000.
This can be built into a progressive plan to expand the targeted transaction bands.
AP can encourage vendors to accept this type of payment by offering a range of incentives such as 
slightly better payment terms or a top vendor rating. These vendors are then scored and ultimately 
win more future business.

40) Reduce One-Time Transactions
One-off transactions that cannot be paid on a standard P-card are sometimes paid under a general 
sundry account where visibility of them is lost. 
Now there are online systems that use a third party P-card to help manage these transactions more 
efficiently.

Top TIP: 
Before the plan is launched, AP 
should negotiate a share of the 
rebates in return for managing 

the program.  

Top TIP: 
P-card programs can be lucrative for AP
but there is an increased risk of abuse
and fraud. This can be overcome with

strengthened monitoring and controls.
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SPEND ANALYSIS
This is the process of collecting, cleansing, classifying and analyzing 
expenditure data for the purposes of improving overall profitability. 
It ensures you claim savings which have been negotiated and helps 
uncover areas where further savings can be found. AP staff work 
with vendors day in, day out.  Their unique view on expenditure 
information enables them to offer improvement in three areas:

41) Consolidation of Vendors
AP identifies the vendors that are supplying similar items that can be targeted for consolidation. 
By reducing the number of vendors, AP can share the rewards of greater buying power with 
Procurement. This close working relationship is important in order to protect key buying 
relationships.
Furthermore, by taking the lead in this exercise, AP can use it as way to increase compliance.  The 
vendors who are most highly-rated for compliance with AP policies are incentivized with their 
scores, which improve their candidacy to be among the consolidated vendors.
This rationalization and improved compliance delivers clear operating efficiencies.

42) Consolidated Invoices
Analyze which vendors have the highest number of low-value transactions on a regular monthly 
basis. These vendors can be approached to see if they can provide consolidated invoicing, i.e. where 
they send an invoice for a specified period, regardless of the number of orders/shipments. 
Reducing the number of separate invoices will improve cycle times and reduce per-invoice 
processing costs.
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REVERSE FACTORING
43) Reverse Factoring

This is an innovative service, also called supply chain financing, where AP proactively targets vendors 
that are smaller in revenue terms than its own organization. These vendors are encouraged to 
sign up to the program through better payment terms offered by the financing house operating it 
(normally your bank).
In return, AP receives a small share of the income, as more of their vendors join and transactional 
amounts start increasing.
There are also operational benefits as the finance house manages paying the suppliers.

WINNING NEW BUSINESS
Along with generating income from internal programs and clever use of the latest technologies, AP can look 
to win brand new transactional business for its department. Assuming at least a few of the above initiatives 
are acted upon, the number of invoices will decline, leaving spare staff to either perform higher value 
functions or process the new business transactions they have bid for and won. There are two primary ways 
to win this new business.

44) Within Group
There are still a good number of organizations that can centralize all input and processing of invoice 
and payments into one team. This can include smaller business units in other countries. A processing 
fee can be negotiated internally to cover costs.
There are also areas of responsibility in Procurement that can be transferred over to AP such as 
master vendor management, as well as P-card and early settlement discounts programs.

45) Outside the Group
The next step up from centralization is taking world-class practices and creating a shared service 
center including other functions such as IT, HR, Procurement and Finance.
These teams are proactively geared towards winning new business from other separate organizations 
through tenders, as they can do it more cost-effectively and add greater value. 
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Best-in-class AP teams measure 
and communicate their 
performance across their team, 
finance function and business. 
This next chapter looks at some 
of the crucial ways to do this. 

CHAPTER 4 :  AP DRIVERS
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METRIC ANALYSIS 
It has been proven that just measuring key AP metrics will increase awareness for the whole team of how 
well they are performing and allow small improvements to be made. The old adage “What you focus on, 
you will improve” holds up well in AP.

46) Capture 5 Metrics Per Week
Best–in-class AP departments are following at least 5 metrics. If you do nothing else to boost your
department’s performance, do this. Start by asking the team to select from over 40 possible metrics.

Work out what constitutes a good performance and what doesn’t, taking into account overall 
company goals. 
Working with your finance systems people, weekly reports can be automated. They should be 
circulated and some highlighted on a whiteboard.

The Top 10 common performance metrics for AP are: 
1 Cost per invoice
2 Days Payable Outstanding
3 Average time to approve an invoice (receipt to approve)
4 First time pass rate as a %
5 Exception invoices as a %
6 Discounts captured as a %
7 Invoices matched with PO as a %
8 Number of invoices processed per FTE
9 Number of credit memos as a %
10 Number of duplicate payments per month

The metrics can be obtained from your ERP, or by using specialist software to do it.

Top TIP: 
Some departments post the metrics 

on an internal whiteboard for the 
whole team to see. This builds 
interest, motivation and pride.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING
47)   AP Dashboards 

 Decide on the 5 key metrics that best represent your team and business according to its sector.
 Publish core metrics in dashboard format, as senior management are accustomed to seeing this from 

other departments. It could simply be 5 graphs within a PowerPoint presentation with a high-level 
commentary pointing out key changes.

 Send on a monthly basis to key stakeholders to demonstrate performance.
 Consider sending them to Procurement and Audit as well to demonstrate your proactive AP 

management.

COMPARISON
48)   Historical Analysis

 Ideally, review the last financial year of department 
metrics to compare with the current year in order to get 
a year-on-year comparison.

 If measured monthly this can also show key seasonal 
variations that will help prepare AP for peaks and 
troughs.

49)   Peer-to-Peer Analysis
 Use metrics to compare against those from other divisions or sister companies within the same 

group.
 Alternatively, organizations within chapter groups often exchange information with each other. This 

can be facilitated by an outside individual/consultant.
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BENCHMARKING
50) Annual Benchmarking Survey

Benchmarking is important to understand truly how well your team is performing compared to other 
similar-sized organizations in the same industry. It will quickly highlight areas of weakness that need 
to be improved upon. 
It should be noted that benchmarking typically focuses on highly measurable and definable metrics 
and often avoids the all-important qualitative factors such as team spirit, skill set, complexity of 
process etc.
In order for this form of measuring against external “peers” to be effective, it must be: 
- Sector-specific
- Size-specific
- Geography-specific
In the US sources include Paystream Advisors, IFO, Aberdeen, APQC Open Standards, Hackett Group,
IOFM and TAPN. There is generally a lack of specific benchmarking data available in the UK.

SCORECARDING 
51) Scorecarding Tool

This is a companion tool to benchmarking and can reveal valuable discrepancies for managers to act 
on, focusing on more qualitative factors.
Individuals on the team complete a scorecard for self-evaluation against several personalized criteria 
using a scoring scheme.
When the scores are analyzed, a manager can use this together with benchmarking results to give a 
more detailed picture of how the team is performing in the context of its environment.
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This chapter reviews in more 
detail six technologies that deliver 
the highest benefit with the least 
cost. The methods that have 
already been discussed in other 
chapters have been excluded here.

CHAPTER 5:  AP TECHNOLOGIES
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TABLE 1: PROCESS IMPROVEMENT METHODS

AP PROCESS IMPROVEMENT METHODS COST TIME BENEFITS

1.   Centralized Receipt and Input V Low Low High

2.    AP Metrics Analysis V Low Low High

3.    Scanning and Indexing Invoices Low Low High

4.    AP Analytics - Daily Low Low High

5.    Master Vendor File Cleaning Low Low Med

6.    Statement Reconciliation - Monthly Low High Med

7.    Purchase Order Processing system Med Med High

8.    Automated AP Auditing Med Med High

9.    ACH payments and electronic remittances Med Med High

10.   Electronic Invoice Workflow Med Med High

11.   P-Card Scheme Med Med High

12.   Supplier Portals Med Med Med

13.   Capture Early Settlement Discounts Med Med Med

14.   Automated Statement analysis Med High Med

15.   Reverse Factoring Med High High

16.   Create Shared Service Center High High High

17.   E-Invoicing Portals High High High

18.   OCR & 3-Way Matching High High High

19.   Financial Supply Chain Automation High High High
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52) Scanning & Indexing Invoices
It widely acknowledged that scanning in invoices and linking 
(indexing) them to your accounting system-- so that your 
team can pull up invoices against a vendor within a few 
seconds-- saves an immense amount of time, compared to 
scouting around for paper versions. 
If you haven’t already done this, then it is highly 
recommended, very cost effective and relatively easy to do 
now. The only issue you will have is which solution to choose.
The principle benefit-- increased speed of access to stored 
invoice information which saves valuable time-- is the first 
step to AP automation.

53) AP Analytics
This is a way AP leaders can combine data and metrics to produce more meaningful and actionable 
information from the AP ledger, transactions and master vendor file. 
This is more advanced than recording metrics and includes trend analysis and broader information 
to help drive improvements, e.g. information from supplier queries, internal queries, error resolution 
analysis and team analysis, all of which are drawn together to provide a view that can highlight 
areas to improve.

54) Purchase Order Processing Systems
Many large organizations are moving to purchase order systems and insisting on mandatory use of 
purchase orders on most invoices. 
Procurement departments have grown in line with this trend to manage the setting up and 
processing of orders. 
Undoubtedly there are many benefits here: allowing two-way or three-way checking of invoices, 
improving insight into vendor spend and reducing errors. 
However, AP, which is downstream from Procurement, has realized there are many ways where this 
process falls down slightly or allows incorrect information to get carried through the system often 
unchecked by anyone, causing errors. 
Overall, a PO system is an important technology to have but AP needs to work in close cooperation 
with Procurement to monitor their transactions and enhance processes where necessary.
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55) Automated AP Auditing
As AP’s role evolves, the technologies they use must keep up and change accordingly. What AP can 
and should analyze proactively are the transactions going through the AP system—preferably prior 
to payment.
This is ever more critical, as there are now several different ways invoice data gets fed into finance--
many having no human check. These include p-card data, OCR, EDI, supplier portals, and other direct 
feeds. 
Also, if the majority of invoices are under $500 and do not require a second sign off, they can pass 
through the system with little or no scrutiny. 
It is therefore critically important that AP uses a combination of advanced reporting and analytics 
tools on a daily basis to gain visibility into errors, potential fraud, compliance issues, duplicate 
payments, and high risk vendors. 
With this information they can join forces with Procurement, Internal Audit and budget holders to 
drive process improvement, greater efficiencies and cost savings for the organization.

56) Electronic invoice Workflow
The implementation of an automated workflow system removes the abrasion of paper invoice 
workflow and speeds up the invoice approval and payment process.
The software handles all routing, deadlines, notifications, tracking, and post-approval actions. 
Personnel simply approve or reject the items in their individual queues. 
Benefits include increased speed of approval, better visibility to avoid penalties and cash in on 
discounts.
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57) Supplier Portals
Using an online supplier portal (vendor self-service) can reduce the time taken to manage suppliers 
and benefit supplier collaboration throughout the transaction lifecycle.
Supplier inquiries can take up a significant amount of accounts payable departments’ time. Among 
the most common inquiries are those concerning the status of invoices or payments.
Benefits of supplier portals include:
- Fewer inbound calls from suppliers querying invoice or payment status
- Accelerated dispute resolution
- Automated itemizing of unmatched invoices and exceptions for review by suppliers in

conjunction with supplier email alerts
- Tools for improving supplier relationships
- Facilitated communication and relationship management with offshore suppliers

IN CONCLUSION
We hope you have found this first edition of our 57 WAYS TO INCREASE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE SUCCESS 
workbook both useful and thought-provoking.   If you would like a copy of our AP Scorecard to assist you 
with Way 51 or you have any comments or feedback on this workbook, please email us at marcoms@
fiscaltec.com.  We look forward to hearing from you and wish you continued AP Success! 

“15% of an accounts 
clerk’s time is taken 

up with supplier 
inquiries.”

Source | Aberdeen Group
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